FICO Xpress for tau-Argus
Pricelist June 2010

Orders for Xpress for tau-Argus must be placed directly with FICO.

1. Fixed and Floating licenses

Standard (fixed) licenses allow one copy of Xpress for tau-Argus to be run by one user on a particular computer.

When you want to have many possible users of Xpress for tau-Argus but only some using it at any one time, there is floating N- Concurrent-User Licensing (N-CUL) whereby a maximum of N users from a potentially much larger set of possible users may run Xpress simultaneously.

2. License lock mechanisms

You must specify the license lock mechanism for all license types, including N-CUL licenses, opting for either

- USB dongle (a physical device transferable between computers); or
- An electronic license locked to the hostid of the chosen machine.

3. Prices

Standard (fixed) licenses are GBP2500/EUR3000/USD3750 per license. ASSC Maintenance is GBP500/EUR600/USD750 per license per year. First year support is compulsory with the license purchase.

N-CUL (floating) licenses are GBP5000/EUR6000/USD7500 per concurrent user. ASSC Maintenance is GBP1000/EUR1200/USD1500 per concurrent user per year. First year support is compulsory with the license purchase.

USB dongles are GBP50/EUR60/USD75 each. Note an N-CUL license requires a maximum of 1 USB dongle for any number of concurrent users.

4. Ordering

To qualify for the special price, please contact the FICO office listed above to request a formal quote and purchasing instructions. Please supply the following information:

- that it is an order for licences of Xpress for tau-Argus.
- whether you want fixed or floating licences
- if fixed, the number of computers to be licensed
  if floating, the number N of concurrent users to be supported.
- the license lock mechanism required (section 2 above): either USB dongle or hostid
- the name and invoicing address of the purchasing company.